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Revelation Part 4                          Lesson 5 
 
REVIEW: to get ready for our discussion on Babylon let’s review what we know from Revelation… 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
DAY ONE 
Q2:  Where do you think Babylon and her destruction fit in the chronology in Revelation? 
 7th bowl—Rev 16:19…Babylon received God’s wrath 
 
DAY TWO & THREE 
Chart “Comparing the Babylon of Revelation 17-18—Same or Different? 
 

Chapter 17        Chapter 18     

Her name: V5        V2     
How identified:  V1, 3, 4, 18      V2, 7, 10, 18, 19, 21   
How dressed: V4       V16     
What takes place within her?:  V2, 6     V2, 7, 23, 24    
Her cup:  V4        V6     
Relationship to 
Kings of the earth: V2, 9, 10, 18     V3, 9     
Nations (inhabitants):  V2, 15      V3, 23     
Merchants:  -----       V3     
Beast:  V3, 7, 16       -----     
Believers (saints): V6       V4, 24     
Who destroys her?:  V16      V8, 20     
Why is she destroyed? V17      V5, 7, 8, 20    
How is she destroyed? V16      V6, 7, 8, 21    
When is she destroyed?: -----      V8, 10, 17, 19    
How complete is her destruction?:  V16    V21, 22, 23 (17, 19)   
Who responds to her destruction? How? -----    V9-10; 11, 15; 17-19; 20; Rev 19:1, 4 
 
Q4. (page 59) Does these two chapters describe two different Babylons or the same one? 

Same Babylon…written from two different prospective…17 description of Babylon; 18 destruction of Babylon 

7th trumpet 
Rev 11:15 

Beast has authority 
Rev 13:5 

 Rev 19:11 

1,000 year reign 

Rev 20:4-6 

Great 
White 

Throne 
Rev 20:11 

Rev 16 - 7 bowls poured out 
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DAY FOUR and FIVE 

What are similarities and differences between Babylon and Jerusalem? 

Babylon      Jerusalem      
14:8       11:2 

16:19       11:8 

17-18 see previous chart    11:13 

19:2 great harlot corrupting the earth with  14:20 
 immorality     20:9 the beloved city 

       Jerusalem, beloved city, never total destruction 

11:2 Sodom might represent great sin and God’s judgment against it. And Egypt might represent the 
world as opposed to God. Jerusalem is where the Lord was crucified.  
The holy city will be trampled by the nations, Revelation 11:2. The holy place in the temple will be 
desecrated by the antichrist.  
 
There will be nothing holy about it during those 42 months, except God’s decree that it is His holy city.  
When the two witnesses are taken to heaven from the streets of Jerusalem, there is a great earthquake and 
a tenth of the city falls. Seven thousand people are killed.  
The rest who are in Jerusalem at the time and who are terrified and give glory to God could be some of 
those who are saved then.  
This is at the end of the 6th  trumpet and the beginning of the 7th trumpet.  
 
14:20  This seems to be a reference to Jerusalem because of the wine press being trodden outside the city. 
According to the Old Testament, anything unclean was to be done outside of the holy city.  
 
16:19 Some think this refers to Babylon, but others consider it Jerusalem.  
Since it is separate from the cities of the nations and Babylon is named, it seems to be a different city 
from them. And the only other city mentioned in Revelation is Jerusalem which is called “the great city” 
in 11:8.  
At the 7th bowl, the city will split into three parts because of the great earthquake.  
This earthquake will take place before the wine press is trod.  
 


